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I. Listening
Part 1 – Questions 1-5
You will hear five short conversations.
For each question there are three pictures and a short recording.
Choose the correct picture and put a tick in the box below it.
Example:
0
What will the weather be like tomorrow morning?

A

1

B

C 

How does the hotel guest access the internet?

A

B

C

A

B

C
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What’s for homework?
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3

What are the teenagers going to do this weekend?

A
4

C

B

C

Where did Joe move?

A

5

B

What can the guest do during his stay?

A

B

C

/ 5 P.
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Part 2 – Questions 6-11: Exchange student
Listen to the following conversation between Ashley and Marc about Marc’s first day at his
exchange school. For questions 6 - 11 tick the correct box a, b or c.
The first question is an example.

0. Marc is going to
a.
b.
c.

attend Chicago High School.
attend Naperville High.
live with Ashley’s family for a year.


☑


6. The mascot of Naperville High is
a.
b.
c.





on the school’s sports wear.
a live wildcat.
in light colors.

7. The school day
a.
b.
c.

starts with government.
has a different schedule every day.
begins before 8:15 am.





8. At Homeroom
a.
b.
c.

students have to do their homework.
the teacher finds out if students are present.
all students honor the school’s flag.





9. Ashley
a.
b.
c.





is a cheerleader.
does a team sport.
wants Marc to join her club.

10. The school’s dress code
a.
b.
c.

doesn’t allow hats anywhere.
mainly applies to boys.
tells students how to wear their pants.





11. Marc is going to
a.
b.
c.





attend year 11.
be a freshman.
be in Ashley’s year.

/ 6 P.
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Part 3 – Questions 12-17: The Wildlife Rescue and Ambulance Service
During your stay in London, you visit The Wildlife Rescue and Ambulance Service one day. Their
speaker Barry Smitherman gives a short introduction to what the animal shelter is about.
Listen to his presentation. For questions 12-17 fill in the missing information.
The first question is an example.
Britain is a nation of

0 animal lovers

Percentage of households with
pets

12

Injuries to wild animals are
caused by (name 2)

13
14

After successful treatment,
the animals

15

People can help by (name 1)

16

Telephone number

17

/ 6 P.
Part 4 – Questions 18-24: Radio programme – Teenagers and Screen Time
You will hear a radio programme about teenagers and screen time.
For questions 18-24 decide whether each sentence is true or false.
Put a tick in the correct box ‘true’ or ‘false’. The first question is an example.

true
0. The name of the host is Linda McGraham.

false


18. A screenager can be any person who spends a lot of time in front of screens.
19. Teenagers spend more time watching TV than adults.
20. Screenlight keeps teenagers from sleeping.
21. According to Linda McGraham parents and their children should follow the
same rules.
22. The expert suggests that teenagers should not have a TV in their bedroom.
23. The expert says that there is a smartphone app designed to find out whether
teenagers are addicted to their electronic devices.
24. In the rehab programme teenagers learn how to communicate with others in
person.
/ 7 P.
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II. Reading
Part 1 – Questions 1-5: Adverts
Read the texts below. Then read the statements (1-5).
Decide whether the statements are true or false.
Then tick () the correct box.
Justin Bieber Meet & Greet

Lift Wanted:
Urgently need to get a dog to London.
I have a 1-year-old female puppy that is very
sweet and very friendly and I need to get her from
Glasgow to her new owners in London.

Bildnachweis: Justin
Bieber:
https://pbs.twimg.com/profile
_images/6687865719198883
84/m64CpMIQ.jpg

The Justin Bieber Meet and
Greet Fan Package for $220
includes:
 Meet Justin Bieber at his
hotel (take a selfie with him!)
 See the show from your premium reserved
floor seat in first fifteen rows from stage
 Get specially designed VIP tour merchandise
 Have a private backstage tour for an extra
$100
Check our website
forCity
available
Hartford
Prize tickets
Draw and
shows. Better be quick!:
http://tickets.mycityrocks.com
Find a Hartford city store with our spring break
logo, make a purchase and be in the draw to win
great prizes!

She is a small dog and is not a problem in the
car. Please call or text
me as soon as
possible, if you can
give this beautiful dog
a ride to her happy
new home. Call me
0141-6639924.
Mike
Bildnachweis: Puppy: http://rad-comm.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/longhaired-chihuahua-puppy-chihuahua-long-hair-chihuahua-long-hair-20152016.jpg

FIRST PRIZE:
A weekend at The Oyster Hotel in Sunnydale –
two nights luxury accommodation, including
breakfast both mornings, a dinner for two and a
voucher worth $50 to spend at the hotel bar!

Learning Center Seeks Qualified Tutors
Maxscholar is hiring
qualified tutors.
Payment is AUD 25
per hour. Tutor
students in English,
reading and language
arts.
Also, we are hiring math and science tutors.
The tutoring will take place in the student's home,
or our learning centers located throughout New
South Wales.

Prizes drawn March 23rd, winners’ names
published on our website www.hartford.gov

Please send your résumé to the e-mail
below: tutors@maxscholarmail.co.au
We will be conducting interviews this week.
Bildnachweis: learning
center:http://childcarecenter.us/static/images/providers/3/81893/logo-logo.gif
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true

false

1 Mike’s dog needs a ride to London.
2 The winner of the first prize gets all food and drinks at the hotel for free.
3 You can meet the star backstage for $220.
4 The learning center hires tutors for art classes.
5 The ticket for the concert is included in the package.
/ 5 P.
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Part 2 – Questions 6-10: Part-time jobs
The people below are all looking for a part-time job.
On the next page there are seven job adverts.
Decide which job would be most suitable for the following people.
For questions 6-10 write the correct letter A-G in the box next to the picture.
Use each letter only once.

6

7

8

9

10
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Mike is a rather shy guy who doesn’t like to talk to strangers. He has
university classes from 10 am-4 pm and swimming practice from 5:30 to 8
pm. He is always very tired after practice and falls asleep early. He is
hardened to all weather conditions having lived in Northern Canada in his
childhood.

Katy is a big fan of food and fancy restaurants. She loves Italian cuisine like
high-class fish dishes, pasta and pizza and other international dishes and
loves to talk about it all day. Her second hobby is body art, she has multiple
tattoos and would like to work as a tattoo artist in the future. She can’t wait to
get out of school because she thinks it’s a waste of time. Her grades are bad
and she doesn’t like her school subjects except art, health classes and
household classes.
Andy is brilliant with numbers and languages. He would like to work with
teenagers. It would be great if he could get some experience working with
them. He has spare time on weekdays between 4 and 6 pm for a part-time
job on a regular basis. He loves his car and needs money for new auto parts.

Evelyn loves to be outside running or riding her racing bike. Her school starts
early and she often has races on the weekends. Evelyn needs money for her
new bike. She doesn’t have a driver’s license. She sometimes goes to
runners’ camps in the summer, so she doesn’t have a lot of time for jobs in
the holidays.

José isn’t dependent on high wages because he gets a lot of pocket money
from his parents. His mother tongue is Spanish and he has lived in the US
his entire life. His hobby is basketball, he loves being outdoors and going
fishing with his brothers. José likes cooking and working with kids of all ages.
He is looking for a vacation job in summer because he doesn’t have any time
during school time.
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A

Pizza delivery boy/girl wanted
Do you want to make some extra money and make hungry people happy? Drive around town
or use one of our company’s e-bikes if you don’t have a car. You are reliable and friendly with
people? Join our team at MAMA’s PIZZA! Send your application including photo and CV to
mamaspizza@hmail.com. Weekdays 7 to 10:30 pm, $ 25 plus tips.

B

Paper girl/boy for La Voz Hispana
Become a member of our newspaper family! You are a reliable early bird and don’t mind
wind or rain? Discover the streets of our town during beautiful dawn (minimum wage, plus
additions for early hours). Mail to: paperboy@vozhisp.net

C

Waitress/waiter
The Grand Plaza Experience starred restaurant is looking for ambitious young waiters /
waitresses with experience in the food service industry. Very well paid. We expect very
friendly applicants with well-groomed appearance (no visible piercings, tattoos). Send in your
application by mail: application@grandplaza.com! 24 Malory Street, Upton.

D

Tutors wanted
You are good at Math, French, Spanish or Sciences and have a passion for sharing your
knowledge? Come work with us at the Blachly Learning Center. You can set your own times
between 3 and 8 pm, Mon-Thursday. There are plenty of available rooms in our learning
centers. (Contact: blc@mymail.com)

E

Summer camp counselor
Looking for fun in the summer, serving the community in the beautiful surroundings of the
Rocky Mountains? You are good with teens and would like to share your passion in projects?
Join our camp family at King James summer camp for two to four weeks and have the
summer of your life! Expense allowance plus board and lodging. Come talk to Pastor Kent at
Triangle Lake King James Church if interested.

F

Babysitters
B’n’T-Trust Agency is looking for reliable, caring, flexible young people with knowledge of
babies and toddlers. Babysitter license is required (take the examination with us after a twoday course for free). Payment depending on number of children, minimum 4 $ an hour. Call 1900 72957533

G

Cook’s mate
The Grand Plaza Experience starred restaurant is looking for an ambitious young cook’s mate
to help in our high-class kitchen. We expect stressable, reliable, flexible and hardworking
young people, who are able to work early and late hours in long shifts in a loud and direct
atmosphere. Send in your application by mail! 24 Malory Street, Upton.
/ 5 P.
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Part 3 – Questions 11-17: How to learn words in a foreign language
Read the text and then tick () the correct statement.
There is only one correct solution per statement.

Adapted from: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationadvice/9750895/Learning-a-foreign-language-five-most-commonmistakes.html (retrieved on April 18, 2016)
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11 Vocabulary study
sheets

a) are better than using dictionaries.
b) are not very helpful when learning words.
c) help people who are not good at memorising vocabulary.

12 Clustering

a) means grouping words.
b) helps to learn unrelated words.
c) is a way of finding out opposites.

13 “Deep” and
“shallow”

a) are equally common.
b) are hard to confuse.
c) should be learned one after the other.

14 When coming
a) looking at their structure can help you find out their meaning.
across new words
b) it is easier to guess their meaning when they are part of a speech.
c) prefixes might help determine if a word is an adjective.
15 Good language
sources

a) need to be designed for language learners.
b) can be found on the internet.
c) contain lots of new words.

16 Michael Lewis

a) argues against learning isolated words.
b) says that learning phrases is stressful for learners.
c) claims building sentences word-by-word helps you memorise words.

17 Language
teachers should

a) often test their students’ word knowledge.
b) give their students vocabulary sheets.
c) follow the given advice.

/ 7 P.
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Part 4 – Questions 18-23: Can "Fish'n'chips" survive?
Read the following article about « Fish’n’chips », then look at the statements.
For each statement 18-23 tick () the correct answer true or false in the chart below the text
and give the line(s) in which you find the information.
For a correct answer you must fill in true or false and give the line(s).

Adapted from: http://linguapress.com/intermediate/fish-chips.htm
Picture from: http://static.independent.co.uk/s3fs-public/thumbnails/image/2015/04/13/17/web-fish-chips.jpg
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Statement

true

0 The Big Mac was created earlier than fish and chips.

false


line(s)
4-5

18 In the past fish and chips didn’t cost much.
19 Chip shops are still favoured by young people.
20

These days most chip shops can be found in places by the
sea.

21 Fish and chips is still served in newspapers.
22 Most remaining chip shops will eventually close down.
23 In the future fish and chips will be a high priced meal.

/ 6 P.
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III. Mediating
Eine neue Sportart: Unterwasserhockey in Hannover
Your Canadian au pair, Grace, has just recently arrived and is going to stay for one year. She is
really keen on swimming and has found an article about underwater hockey on the internet. Since
her German is not really good yet, she asks you some questions.

http://tauch-club-hannover.de/unterwasserhockey/
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Grace:

I’ve found this article on underwater hockey. It sounds really interesting. I’ve never heard
about it before. Hm! What does it say about being under water?

You (1):

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Grace:

Okay. Sounds like a lot of fun. How many players take part?

You (2):

_____________________________________________________________________

Grace:

And what do I need to bring?

You (3):

_____________________________________________________________________

Grace:

What about events other than training sessions?

You (4):

_____________________________________________________________________

Grace:

How do I sign up?

You (5):

_____________________________________________________________________
Do you want me to contact the club for you?

Grace:

Sure, that would be very kind of you. Could you ask them how much it is per session and
how long practice sessions are. If it starts at 7:30, I might be a little late if I have to take
your little sister to bed at seven. Would that be a problem?

You (6/7/8):

I’ll do that immediately.
Du schreibst Frau Müller vom Tauchverein eine kurze E-Mail.
Sehr geehrte Frau Müller, wegen des Unterwasserhockeys habe ich einige Fragen:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Vielen Dank für Ihre Antwort. Viele Grüße.
/ 8 P.
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Student’s name:
Form:

IV. Writing – Set I
Part 1 – A message: Lost camera

You borrowed an action camera from a friend to
film at a music festival. Unfortunately, you lost
the camera at the festival. Before contacting the
lost and found office, you send a message to
the friend who lent you the camera.
In your text:
- apologize
- explain what happened
- tell your friend what you plan to do about it
Write about 50 words.

Image: http://i01.i.aliimg.com/wsphoto/v0/2041049833_2/WIFI-Original-SJ4000-Gopro-Action-Camcorder-Diving-30M-WaterproofExtreme-Helmet-Cam-G-Senor-Camcorder-DVR.jpg

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________

/ 5 P.
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Part 2 – An e-mail: Lost and found
You want to get your friend’s camera back (see part 1). So you send an e-mail to the lost and found
office of the music festival.
In your e-mail include:
- where and when you think you lost the camera
- a short description of the camera
- how to contact you
Write about 50 words.

To:

lost_and_found@festivals-org.com

Subject:

/ 5 P.
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Part 3 – A story: Desert Island
Imagine you are on a desert island.
Continue the story and write about:
- why you are on the island
- how you feel and what you have done so far
- a surprising event or ending
Write about 120 words.

Image: https://kantichachumma.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/29237-1920x1080.jpg

I wake up. The sun is blazing down. It’s another day on the island…

content:
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Student’s name:
Form:

IV. Writing – Set II
Part 1 – An article: Superpower
You find the teaser below in a teen magazine. Write an article for the competition.
You can use one of the ideas for superpowers or an idea of your own.
Write about 80 words.
Your superpower
What would it be?
Tell us about
-

your superpower

-

what you would use it for

-

possible disadvantages

Image adapted from: http://www.healerdiabetes.com/pendulum-dowsing-easy-to-learn-techniques/

/ 10 P.
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Part 2 – An article: My vision of a future school
On their website the organization Schools of Tomorrow (SOT) is asking about ideas on what school
should look like in the future. They want to publish the best contributions. You take part in this
competition.
For your text choose three of the following topics and tick them.
 class size
 single-sex or co-ed classes; groups of the same or different ages
 dress code
 which subjects will be taught
 balance of fun and study
 length of lessons, number of breaks
 starting and finishing time of school
 school rules
 school equipment
 the school building
Write your article about your future school, explaining your ideas on the chosen topics.
Write about 120 words.
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content:
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